Chest X-ray Unit To Visit Tech

Opportunity to Insure Against Tuberculosis

Next week Caltech employees, faculty members, students and their families and friends will have an opportunity to insure themselves against tuberculosis.

Mobile Unit on Campus

A mobile chest X-ray unit, sponsored by the Pasadena Tuberculosis Association, will be on campus Tuesday, June 3, from 8 to 11 a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. Wednesday from 8 to 11 a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. Thursday from 8 to 11 a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. Friday from 8 to 11 a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. in front of Crellin. Wednesday afternoon from 4 to 6 and the unit will be stationed at the Raymond Ave. Wind Tunnel, and Thursday afternoon from 4 to 6 it will be located at the Arrowjet Project Shop.

Discussing Not Necessary

The nominal fee of $1.00 for the service, and persons being X-rayed will not be required to be present unless confidential. With the present campaign is not aimed primarily at students, although the general public is encouraged to be X-rayed.

Should Be X-rayed Yearly

Both the faculty and the opinion that X-rays should be taken yearly is a subject that may appear any time. The Pasadena Tuberculosis Association, which is launching a campaign to X-ray everyone in Altadena, Altadena Shops, Altadena Avenue, will conduct tours of the R. S. Krause Lab from present to lunch at the Altadena Hotel.

Gradus Tour Col. Rivers

Twelve civilian graduate students of civil engineering, accompanied by Professor A. P. Hamon, made a triangular tour of Colorado Rivers developments last Wednesday. Dr. W. E. H. Watson, an interest visited included the Imperial Dam, All-American Canal, Parker Dam, Hoover Dam and Tovs Dam, which is under construction.

Campus Calendar

Thursday, June 5 - Dance for the Young Children, sponsored by Caltech Club; 8 p.m. California Club, 7:30 p.m., 8:30 p.m.
Friday, June 6 - Coronation Ends ASUIC Season
Coronation Ends ASUIC Season

Beaver Orators Bring Home New Victory For Tech

Before an audience of the John Muir J.C. speech classes, five members of the John Muir Orators team won a complete victory. John Heath, Irving Sulmeyer, John Holmgren, Darwin Freeway and Irving Krumholz competed in a ten-minute invitational at oratory contest against the T.C. speakers with such a degree of skill that the Tech team was awarded, by a split decision, the "Best Hat Trophy.

Adam Hat Trophy

At the Hat Trophy will be awarded on the following basic enthusiasm, sportsmanship, team spirit and cooperation, ability, and contribution to athletics as a whole. All men who have participated in ten or more games of the season are eligible, and the winner will be chosen by a special committee, composed of the three coaches, the old and new athletic managers, four members of the varsity club, and the athletic managers of the 4 hours and Thursday Club.

Other Trophies

Also the annual trophies will be awarded. The Hones Trophy will be awarded to the man who shows the greatest spirit of dedication. The Wheaton Trophy will be presented to that member of the football team who showed the best sportsmanship, cooperation, and ability, and the Manual Trophy will be awarded to the best football street player of the season. The Stanford Trophy will be presented to the winner of the Interleague tournament and the Interleague trophies will also be awarded the winning houses.

Patience, Patience

A word of explanation is necessary concerning the status of the Big T.

At the present time the date has been set for the unveiling of the Big T, which is believed to be sometime on or about July 15, 1947. The delay is due to the shortage of printing materials and, two, lack of harmony between those on the committee that are present and those that are not.

The Big T will be mailed to the graduating Seniors as soon as it is published. All other envelopes will be delivered when they return to school to the fall term. Any underclassmen not returning to school at that time may have his copy if he wishes to. This is a project of the Scott tournament. and Dabney, in the first part of next term.

DuBridge And Millikan Speak At Inauguration

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge and Dr. Robert A. Millikan will speak at the inauguration program for Dr. Raymond B. Allen as president of the University of Washington on May 22.

Dr. DuBridge addressed the general science assembly on "Science and National Affairs," Dr. Millikan spoke at the general science luncheon, discussing the subject "The Most Vital Problem in American Education Today," which was given at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, June 5, in 261 Bridge. A large attendance, estimated at 150, turned out to hear the distinguished scientists, and guests expected will be the Institute, and a prominent member of the faculty will speak.

Attention PL 16's

All P.L. 16's must contact Mr. Pringle, vars' advisor, in 309 Dabney, in the first part of next week. At this time you must be either request or refuse accrued credits, which is a necessity.

"Prom" To End Social Season

Graduation Eve Dance To Be At Altadena C.C.
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**Why Be X-Rayed?**

The presence of a mobile X-ray unit at the Caltech campu,

next week affords Tech students, faculty, and employees an opportunity to insure themselves and their loved ones against this deadly disease.

The chest X-ray at present provides the only effective means of catching diseases in the lungs, and its importance in checking and curing the disease comparatively easily. Usually, when symptoms such as coughing appear, the case is already in an advanced stage and requires only immediate treatment.

Such an X-ray should be taken each year, in order to insure continued freedom from the disease. Doctors are confident that if everyone participated in such a program, the disease could shortly be wiped out.
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**Musical Baedeker**

Music News

Music lovers on campus will be overjoyed to learn that the Caltech Music Club is up and in the chips. Anyway, there is enough money to purchase a fine stack of new records to expand and bring up-to-date the excellent collection of recorded music. Dean Thomas put his OK on a requisition which should precipitate somewhat of a buying spree.

**Members Choose Records**

Today and tomorrow are the last two days for Music club members to check records they wish to be purchased. Orders will be posted on the western wall of the Music Room in Dubuy Hall. Selections posted include predominantly modern works, for the collection lacks many more recent contributions to modern music. Almost certain to be bought is Prokofieff's new '5th Symphony,' while recordings such as Prokofieff's 'Age of Steel,' Holst's 'The Planets,' and other works by Barbi, Mar- kok, Hindemith, Debuzy, Kodaly, Gilbert and Sullivan, and a few others seem to predominate as favorites.

**Plans for Fall**

In order to prevent sundry characters from harming the valuable record collection, special Musicale membership cards will have to be circulated, and an appropropriate figure, Julie, will be placed on the Musicale Rooms will be locked only upon presentation of the cards. Plans are also to have keys available in the administration building. Noon and Sun., day evening concerts, of course, will be resumed. Students are reminded that the plans for the new Ultra (analytical) Center are being drawn by Dr. de Vries. This instrument, capable of 30,000 G, will be constructed in the Chem shops.
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**THE SQUARES' CIRCLE**

**ASLING TRANE STUDENTS**

Mr. Leonard Morocco is the first student to graduate from the usual and expected 7-year course.

---
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**The Corrages**

**LAKE FLORISTS**

for the ASCIT Semi-formal
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**104 SOUTH LAKE AVENUE CALL BYCOM 3-8603 OPEN EVENINGS**
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**SPORT SHIRT CLEARANCE**

Sundays feature coats, suits, and rayon-wool combinations! Ideal for Leisure Wear and Vacations. Values to $10.35, Now One Price-$2.85

VOGET & CATHEY

MEN'S WEAR

459 East Colorado Blvd.

Open Saturdays Till 9 P.M.
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**CAMPUS BARBER SHOP**

In California Blvd. (Old Door)

Laudy-Dry Cleaning

Agency—3-Day Service
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Golfers Place In Tourney; Fall Football Prospects Bright

Ball Team Bows To Oxy, Winds Up In Fourth

Team Votes For Alumni Award to Be Presented
In Assembly Friday

The curtain came down with a dull thud on the baseball scene last Saturday when the local stickmen dropped a 7-3 decision to the Oxy Tigers. The game was played on the Tiger diamond, and was the team's last official outing of the year. Loss of the contest anchored the Beavers firmly in fourth spot, one jump ahead of Pomona's Sagehens.

Final Scrimmage Held
Gold Obscures Whites, 7-6

Late Thursday the final practice of the spring session befriended many of aspiring for Coach Anderson's football team manned and braved, but still talking a good game.

Picking two teams at random, Andy tossed a coin for the kick-off and told them to hit 'em hard, and to keep charging.

After looking at the score, 7-6 in favor of the Golds, Andy indicated that there are still wide-open spots on the first team. Seeing some of the boys fuming and falling, he hopes, will inspire some of the shy boys to come out next fall and show them up.

The Whites, shaded only by a conversion, included: Hibbard, Marshall, Bowen, D. Long, Starks, Gaylor, Bissette, Tarbell, Cook and Funk.

Caltech Pharmacy

CORTES ARE OUR SPECIALTY

Raymond Florists

Corner Raymond and California
Open Evenings and Sundays
SYcavore 6-7167

Sagehens Win Golf Meet, Tech Second

Last Friday afternoon at the Rancho Don Luis course the Pomona Sagehens won the Conference Tournament and so gained possession of the Golf Trophy. The meet finished second as the tricky course proved more difficult than the last time that the Beavers played there. The total score for the first four Pomona men was 612 strokes while Tech posted 658. The Tournament was on a low medal basis, each man playing a total of thirty-six holes.

The highlight of the afternoon was Otto Strobel's 66 on the afternoon round. The Whittier ace tied a 76 on the morning round which gave him a total of 142 strokes for the thirty-six holes.

For Tech, Douglas, who has been improving steadily, was low man as he came through with a total of 156. The Conference was well represented as even Oxy, who has been out of the golf competition this year, entered seven men.

The golf team will feel the loss of Captain Harrigan and Douglas through graduation, while Reavy, Moore, Benton, Bennett, and Barrows will be returning. However, the outlook is not too bright as Pomona is expecting the return of her full team, with the addition of several other low-scoring men.

Wynn Mace Tennis Shop

All Standard Rackets
Tennis Ball, Squash Sports Goods
901 East California Street
SYcavore 6-5614

WYAN MAC E TENNIS SHOP

Caltech Pharmacy

COURTESY — SERVICE

SATISFACTION

Dependant Requested Pharmacists
Prompt Free Motor Delivery
182 East California Street
Pasadena, California

SPRING SPORTS ARE HERE

SEE US FOR BASEBALL, TRACK, TENNIS
AND GOLF SUPPLIES

Chamberlain's Athletic Co.
27 South El Molino
SY 6-4161

JOHN'S BICYCLE SHOP

Since 1909
BICYCLES
TENNIS
MOTORCYCLES
42 North Fair Oak Ave.,
Pasadena Telephone SYcavore 2-7676

Ice Skating
Daily 230 to 5, 730 to 1030
Sat. & Sun. Morn. 10 to 1230
Skates for Rent

Pasadena Winter Gardens
171 N. Arroyo Parkway

TALKIN' IT OVER

With Man and Paul

Well, now the year is drawing to a close, and it's time to look back through the pages of the three books and give credit to those men who have given the time and effort to compete in intercollegiate athletics.

Beangring Bash

On the first Sunday of June, the annual Awards Assembly will be held. On this momentous occasion, the yearly events will be made by the ASCC in track, swimming, baseball, golf, and tennis. Besides, these, the Alumni, Baseball Trophy, the Hames Cup, the Scott Tennis Trophy and the Interhouse Trophies will be dialed. This year's events will feature two main events, standing two and a half feet tall and weighing 10% ounces, the Adam Hat Trophy, which will meet its new worthy owner who will be chosen as the outstanding athlete of the year at Tech. This is the man who has contributed most to sports and it is more than fitting that he should be awarded.

Spring Planting

The boys have already planted their beds and are looking for next fall's crop of cucumbers and tomatoes. The seedlings are looking very green, but when the season rolls around they should be ripe. Monday and Thursday nites at the Pasadena YMCA a noisy crew of local talent, playing under the nom de plume of the "Beach," is engaged in action.

Black & Blue

Although Tech won all four games to better-conditioned fives, the lands scored a winner last Monday evening in an overtime thriller. Highlight of the game was when Paul (of Talkin' It Over fame) clanged muggins with Temperature Ted Bowen. The Pickets' rock-head proved harder than the Goon's and beat his way through the defense, earning the better baskets.

Wyn K. is '48

ASSOCIATED OIL STA.
Lake & San Pasqual
Not a classy layout, but Best Products & Service

HOTALING'S

TWO STORES

54 East Colorado Street
921 East Colorado Street

SACKS
And Contrasting Sport Coats
Comfortable to Wear and Smart in Appearance

... Coats . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 to 29.50
... Slacks . . . . . . . . . . 10.95 to 25.00

CALTECH BARBERS
On California Near Lake Avenue
AVC Charter Approved, Chapter Meets Wed.

The Caltech American Veteran's Committee Charter No. 951, whose charter has recently been granted, will hold its charter meeting of the year Wednesday, June 4, at 8:15 in the 'A' lounge. The group will recount war experiences and hear a talk by Dr. John Shars, chapter advisor and Tech debate coach, on how to keep in shape for next year's study training through the summer.

Chairman Stan Zwick invites all Caltech vets to attend and have coffee and snacks on the Charter.

Chest X-Ray Unit.— (Continued from Page 3) dime, and the three-day Tech program resembles the beginning of the community survey. Tuberculosis took over 52,000 lives in 1945 and is the first cause of death in the 15 to 35 age group. When caught in its early stages—and usually when "symptoms" other than X-ray in detections show up it is already too late, the disease cannot be cured without resort to hospitalization and costly treatments. Chest X-rays are the only means of detecting it in this early, correctable form.

BEAVER ORATORS.— (Continued from Page 1) "Legume" won third place. He discusses his "Beaver" and academic standards by too great an interest in athletics.

Finally, to complete the perfect score, Freelaud and Krumbholz tied for fourth place. Schutz is visibly pleased by this record and now has a fine talking point for new members and the debating team. Any underclassmen who are interested in speaking should speak to Dr. Schutz.

OAK KNOLL CLEANERS and TAILORS
Let A Vet Serve You
THREE-DAY CLEANING SERVICE
FOUR-DAY LAUNDRY

902 East California
(4 Doors East of Lake)